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Self-Organized Routing for Wireless
Microsensor Networks
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Abstract—In this paper, we develop an energy-aware self-orga-
nized routing algorithm for the networking of simple battery-pow-
ered wireless microsensors (as found, for example, in security or
environmental monitoring applications). In these networks, the
battery life of individual sensors is typically limited by the power
required to transmit their data to a receiver or sink. Thus, effective
network-routing algorithms allow us to reduce this power and
extend both the lifetime and the coverage of the sensor network
as a whole. However, implementing such routing algorithms
with a centralized controller is undesirable due to the physical
distribution of the sensors, their limited localization ability, and
the dynamic nature of such networks (given that sensors may
fail, move, or be added at any time and the communication links
between sensors are subject to noise and interference). Against
this background, we present a distributed mechanism that enables
individual sensors to follow locally selfish strategies, which, in turn,
result in the self-organization of a routing network with desirable
global properties. We show that our mechanism performs close to
the optimal solution (as computed by a centralized optimizer), it
deals adaptively with changing sensor numbers and topology, and
it extends the useful life of the network by a factor of three over
the traditional approach.

Index Terms—Adaptive self-organized routing, distributed sys-
tems, mechanism design, sensor network.

I. INTRODUCTION

WIRELESS microsensor networks provide an efficient
solution to the problem of performing autonomous

environmental monitoring. Large numbers of small, low-cost
battery-powered sensors can be scattered randomly over a
large area, where they will automatically sense and record
local environmental conditions. The sensors then use low-power
wireless transceivers to transmit their recorded data to a receiver
or sink, where it is logged, acted upon or transmitted onwards.

When making such networks operational, a key question is
how to effectively manage resources such as battery life and
communication bandwidth, given the dynamic nature of the
system and the limited knowledge of the network topology.
In such cases, the use of a central control regime becomes
undesirable and thus there is much interest in investigating the
use of distributed control methodologies in these networks [9],
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[1]. This interest is further strengthened by the observation
that beyond their immediate application, such sensor networks
also serve as a model for future large-scale open computer
systems in which resources, such as data storage and computa-
tional power, will be physically distributed, continually subject
to changes in availability and capability, and will likely be
owned by stakeholders with differing objectives [18]. Similarly,
peer-to-peer systems in which services are traded amongst
individual entities with no central control, share many of the
same challenges [16].

To this end, in this paper, we consider the specific case of
developing a distributed energy-aware routing mechanism for
wireless microsensor networks. In such networks, the useful life
of the entire system is determined by the battery life of each in-
dividual sensor. Since the greatest drain on these batteries is the
requirement to regularly transmit recorded data to the receiver or
sink, there is the potential to apply some form of network routing
algorithm to reduce the power consumption of these transmis-
sions. Typically, these routing algorithms rely on the observa-
tion that as the separation of the radio transceivers increases,
the transmission power required increases geometrically. Thus,
a number of short range or multihop transmissions is often more
energy efficient than a single long range transmission. This, in
turn, means that an efficient network can be created by having
sensors act as a relay for other sensors.

However, configuring this communication network is a diffi-
cult task. The sensors typically have limited localization ability
and thus the topology of the network itself is unknown. This
topology is also intrinsically dynamic as sensors fail, move, or
are added to the network at any time. In addition, the low power
radio transmissions used by such sensors are subject to inter-
ference and their propagation properties vary significantly over
time. Thus there is no central point which can configure the net-
work and sensors must use their own local information to deter-
mine who they should communicate with.

The methodology that we adopt in this paper is that of mech-
anism design; we find a mechanism which aligns the goals of
selfish individual sensors with the global goals of the entire
network [4]. Such an approach develops from game theory,
whereby the sensors within the network are assumed to be
rational selfish agents making local decisions which increase
their own utility. In traditional mechanism design settings,
the individuals within the network are assumed to represent
different stakeholders and “payments” are transferred between
them, in exchange for services (i.e., relaying data). Here, we
use the same methodology to provide a simple local decision
rule that the sensors can adopt. This decision rule allows indi-
vidual sensors to make local decisions based on their own local
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Fig. 1. Battery-powered wireless microsensor deployed in the Briksdalsbreen
glacier, Norway (actual length is 12 cm).

goals and information. The mechanism aligns the goals of the
individual sensors with the overall goals of the system, thus
ensuring that the network which self-organizes out of these
local interactions displays desirable global properties.

Specifically, the mechanism that we present provides an in-
centive for sensors to relay data for other sensors, but only in
cases where this relaying of data will benefit the entire network.
It explicitly deals with the problems of limited battery life, to en-
sure that the life and coverage of the sensor network as a whole
are maximized and it is adaptable to external changes in both the
position and the number of sensors. We compare our mechanism
to two other cases: 1) the default case where sensors transmit
directly to the center and 2) the optimum solution found by re-
casting the problem as a centralized optimization problem. In
simulation, our mechanism is shown to perform close to the op-
timum and in comparison to the default case, extends the useful
life of the sensor network by a factor of three. We demonstrate
through simulation that the mechanism is robust and does not
degrade significantly when we change the distribution of sensors
within the network or extend the simple model of radio propaga-
tion that we use in the analysis to include probabilistic changes
in the communication range of the sensors.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the sensor network which we are dealing with. Sec-
tion III presents the main related work in this area. Section IV
presents the two parts of our mechanism: the communication
protocol and the payment scheme. In Section V, we present the
results of simulation experiments, and we conclude and discuss
future work in Section VI.

II. MICROSENSOR NETWORK

Our work in microsensor networks is motivated by an e-sci-
ence and pervasive computing project in which sensors have
been deployed within the Briksdalsbreen glacier in Norway, to
record temperature, pressure, and orientation changes over ex-
tended periods of time (see Fig. 1), [13]. However, rather than
restricting our analysis to just this specific example, we consider
a generic model of a sensor network. We assume that the net-
work consists of identical sensors randomly distributed over
the area to be monitored. Within this network is a single re-
ceiver or sink, that is responsible for regularly collecting data
from each sensor and forwarding it on for further analysis or ac-
tion. As power consumption within battery powered sensors is
critical, during the design of the sensors the consumption of the
electronic components required to sense and record data is typ-

ically reduced to the minimum possible. This leaves the power
used to transmit data to the sink as the deciding factor in the
lifetime of the sensor.

In order to model the performance of the network and to per-
form any analysis, we need to model the propagation of the
radio transmissions between sensors and, specifically, we need
to model the effect that transmission power has on communica-
tion range. Determining the degree of accuracy required for this
model has been the subject of some previous research and we
discuss this work further in Section III. In this paper, we start
with a simple deterministic model of radio propagation, as this
allows us to perform the initial analysis. We then extend this
model to include probabilistic variations in the range of these
radio transmissions and investigate the effect of this more real-
istic model. In order to simplify our model of the battery life of
each sensor, we assume that the volume of the recorded data,
that must be transmitted to the sink, is sufficiently large that we
can ignore the power required to initially establish and negotiate
the communication links.

In more detail, our starting point is a simple deterministic
radio propagation model in which the power to reliably transmit
over a distance is proportional to the square of this distance
power . To simplify future explanations, we choose the

power and distance scales to remove all units and thus the life-
time of sensor , which is located at a radial distance of
from the sink, is given by

(1)

Each sensor within the network is relatively simple and has
no way of locating its own position. However, we assume that
the sensors do have the ability to control the power of their radio
transmissions and can thus find the minimum power necessary
to transmit reliably to the receiver or sink. This ability repre-
sents the minimum necessary in order to make any attempt to
maximize individual battery life and commercial radio chips are
currently available with on board control of transmission power
[2]. We also assume that the sensors have the ability of mea-
suring their own power consumption and thus estimating their
future battery life.

We consider that the default behavior of the sensor network
is that each sensor transmits its data directly to the sink at its
previously found minimum power. The effect of such a policy
is shown in Fig. 2, where we have assumed that sensors are ran-
domly distributed over a circular area around the central receiver
or sink. As with the radio propagation model, we revisit this as-
sumption in Section V. In the plot, we show both the number of
active sensors and the mean radius of these active sensors are
plotted against time. As can be seen, no sensor has a lifetime of
less than one time unit (due to the maximum radial distance of
one unit); however, beyond this point, the number of active sen-
sors rapidly decreases as sensors deplete their batteries. As those
sensors that are furthest from the center deplete their batteries
fastest, the mean radius of the network rapidly reduces. This has
the effect of reducing the effective coverage of the sensor net-
work to a small area immediately surrounding the sink.

Against this background, our goal is to maximize not just the
length of time that sensors remain active, but also the active area
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Fig. 2. Performance of the default sensor network where each sensor transmits
directly to the center.

over which the sensor network is recording data (as motivated
in Section I).

III. RELATED WORK

Routing algorithms have traditionally been based on the
existence of a “routing table,” which is held at each node and
is periodically updated [5]. While such methods have been
successfully applied to wired networks, the additional features
of the ad hoc wireless networks, on which sensor networks are
based, limits their applicability. The large size of the networks,
the number of potential communication routes and the time
varying nature of both the network itself and its communication
links, generally make such methods undesirable.

Alternatives to routing tables are typically based on two tech-
niques. The first, “on-demand” routing, maintains no route in-
formation at all, and routes are established when needed, by
sending requests to forward a message [10]. Such approaches
have been shown to work well on small-sized networks, where
many of the messages are going to a common destination (as is
the case in our example sensor network). The second techniques,
geographic routing, uses the nodes physical location as an ad-
dress and messages are forwarded “toward” their location using
some local heuristic [7], [17]. The additional geographic infor-
mation provides more efficient route discovery; however, it also
introduces problems when the heuristic fails (e.g., dead-ends,
where greedy routing fails to find a node closer to the destina-
tion). While traditional geographic routing demands some form
of location information, work has been done to reduce this re-
quirement. This is normally done by introducing some proxy for

location, such as “hop-count,” or by assigning “virtual” coordi-
nates, which reflect the underlying connectivity of the network
[3], [14]. In addition, both of these techniques have been ex-
tended to deal with energy-efficiency; typically by adding some
additional transmission cost to the route information [12], [19].

The approach adopted in this paper represents a combination
of these techniques. While our sensor nodes do not have full
location information, we do have a proxy for this information
in the form of the minimum power required to reliably commu-
nicate with the sink. As with “on-demand” routing, we allow
sensors to request other sensors to forward data. However, our
sensors make local decisions as to which sensors to relay data
through, and use this information for subsequent transmissions.
In addition, rather than simply seeking energy efficient routes
through the network, our sensors explicitly take account of the
limited battery life of the neighboring sensors when making
these decisions. Finally, rather than relying on collaboration
between sensor nodes to implement the routing algorithm, we
adopt the methodology of mechanism design to provide in-
centives [4]. These techniques have previously been applied to
routing in fixed, wired networks where the individual nodes in
the network are owned by different stakeholders and generally,
a payment scheme is provided that incentivizes these nodes to
pass messages through the network [15], [16]. In our case, the
sensors are typically all owned by the same stakeholder and
this payment is unnecessary. However, the payment scheme
provides a simple local decision rule which allows sensors
to make local decisions, while ensuring that the actions of
the individual sensors contribute to the overall goals of the
systems, and it is for this reason that we adopt it here.

In this respect, our approach is similar to an alternative based
on statistical physics. In this case, an “energy” function or
Hamiltonian is supplied to each node in the sensor network and
the sensors make simple local decisions in order to minimize
their own “energy” [11]. In our mechanism design approach,
sensors are supplied with a payment scheme and make local de-
cisions in order to maximize their own payments. In both cases,
the decision making of the individual sensors is simplified,
while the energy function and payment scheme are carefully
derived to ensure that the overall system displays desirable
properties.

In order to actually apply this methodology to the wireless
ad hoc routing found in sensor networks, a radio propagation
model is required. Specifically, this model should inform us
of how the communication range of the sensors is affected by
their transmission power. Determining the appropriate level of
accuracy of this model has been the subject of some research
[8]. Specifically, Heidemann et al. compared a simple propaga-
tion model with real experimental results and found surprisingly
good agreement when the sensors were deployed outside in an
open environment [8]. Other results indicate that in real sensor
networks the propagation properties are seen to vary stochasti-
cally over time and communication links are found to be asym-
metric [20]. In addition, the transmissions of the low-power
transceivers are often nonisotropic, whereby they do no radiate
evenly in all directions. The results typically show long “tails,”
whereby, with low probability, transmissions may be received
over a much greater range than expected [6]. In this paper, we
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Fig. 3. Diagram showing sensor S and potential mediator S .

adopt the methodology suggested by Heidemann et al. and per-
form our initial analysis on a simple propagation model. We then
extend the model and confirm that our mechanism is insensitive
to detail, i.e., the performance of the mechanism is robust to
small changes in the underlying assumptions.

IV. MECHANISM DESIGN

Our mechanism is intended to achieve two goals. First, it must
provide a means for the individual sensors to make simple local
decisions (i.e., who to relay data through). Second, it must en-
sure that these local decisions result in good global performance
and increase the coverage and useful life of the sensor network.
There are thus, two aspects to the mechanism. The communica-
tion protocol allows sensors to find and select a sensor that is
willing to act as a mediator and relay data. The payment scheme
that acts to steer the sensors to make local decisions that ensure
good global performance. We discuss each separately and then
go on to present simulation results indicating the performance
of our mechanism.

A. Communication Protocol

As discussed in Section II, each sensor has the ability to find
the minimum power required to reliably transmit data to the
receiver or sink. Each sensor has the potential to further reduce
this transmission power (and hence increase its battery life) by
finding a mediator, located somewhere between itself and the
sink, that is willing to relay its data.

Consider the example case shown in Fig. 3 where a single
sensor is seeking a mediator. We allow sensor , located a dis-
tance from the sink, to call for nearby sensors to act as a
mediator. This request is transmitted at the default power level,

, that sensor has previously determined is sufficient to
reliably communicate with the sink and the message informs
neighboring sensors of this power. Under our simple propaga-
tion model, this message will be heard by all sensors within a
distance of of , and in this example, we assume that the re-
quest is heard by a sensor , which is located a distance from
the sink. If willing to act as a mediator (we will discuss why it
should be willing to do so in the following section), sensor
responds at its own default transmission power level providing
three pieces of information: its identity, its default transmission
power level , and its estimated lifetime (calculated locally
from observing its own battery).

Fig. 4. Diagram showing the area in which sensor S seeks a mediator under
the communication protocol.

Sensors and are not able to directly measure the dis-
tance between themselves. However, as sensor has heard the
response of sensor , under our deterministic radio propaga-
tion model, sensor will be able communicate with sensor
at a power level of . Thus, if , sensor can save
its battery life by transmitting at power , rather than , and
relaying data through sensor . In this way, sensors are able to
find neighboring sensors through whom to relay data, without
explicitly needing to know their own location, or the location of
other sensors.

Thus, the area in which sensor will select willing medi-
ators is illustrated as the shaded area in Fig. 4. Also shown in
this figure are the positions of three potential mediators—points
(1)–(3). A mediator at point (1) will be able to communicate
with sensor , as both are within the range of each others’
transmissions. However, as the radial distance to the center of
point (1) is greater than that of sensor , sensor will use
less power by communicating directly to the center and will thus
not select a mediator in this position. A mediator at point (2) is
unable to communicate with sensor as although it is within
range of the signal from sensor , its response is not trans-
mitted with sufficient power to be heard by sensor . Thus, a
mediator in this position, will also not be selected. However, a
mediator at point (3) is able to communicate with sensor and
its radial distance of the center is also smaller than that of sensor

. Thus, sensor will save battery power by transmitting its
data to a mediator at point (3) and will thus select a mediator in
this position (or indeed, anywhere within the shaded area).

Having found suitable mediators, the sensor must choose
between them. In order to fully calculate the implications
of using any particular sensor as a mediator, conventional
routing algorithms collaboratively propagate information about
new connections up and down the chain of mediators already
established. Instead, we enable the sensor to make short-
term selfish decisions. The naive approach is just to select
the mediator with the minimum default power level, as this
minimizes the power that the sensor must use in its transmission.
However, this mediator may already be acting as a mediator
for several other sensors and will thus become inactive much
earlier than its neighbor with a marginally greater default power
level. Thus, we must also use the expected lifetime of the
potential mediators when making this decision and select the
mediator which appears to provide the greater increase in the
lifetime of sensor .
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Fig. 5. Diagram illustrating the calculated increase in total lifetime of sensor
S when selecting a mediator.

For example, consider the case that sensor is currently
transmitting at power level and has a current estimated life-
time of . Should sensor (with expected lifetime and de-
fault power level ) act as a mediator, the increased lifetime
of sensor is given by the ratio of the transmission power

(2)

This case is shown as case (a) in Fig. 5 and is only valid when
the mediator does not become inactive within this time (i.e.,

). In the more complex case, shown as case (b) in Fig. 5,
the time is given by considering the fact that the sensor must
revert to transmitting directly to the center, when the mediator
becomes inactive

(3)

In both cases, the shaded areas shown in Fig. 5 represent the
energy that is saved through using a mediator, and which con-
tributes to an increased total lifetime.

While we have explicitly taken into account the current es-
timate of the lifetime of sensor , we have not attempted to
calculate or predict what this lifetime will be once it has started
acting as a mediator for sensor . To do so would require an
explicit description of the structure of the network above sensor

. This description would have to be maintained and commu-
nicated in much the same way that traditional routing tables
would. Likewise, although we illustrated the mechanism with
a simple example with just two sensors, in reality we apply the
mechanism recursively, and thus allow mediators to seek medi-
ator for their own data. Thus, we allow the sensor to make
decisions based on the current state of sensor , without ex-
plicitly predicting whether at any time in the future, sensor
may itself find a mediator and extend its own estimated lifetime.

Both of these factors result in our mechanism effectively per-
forming a greedy rather than a global optimization. This limi-
tation is due to the fact that only local information is used in

the decision making. However, the negative impact of these lo-
cally greedy decisions is lessened somewhat by allowing the
sensors to find and renegotiate with mediators frequently. This
ensures that information regarding the changing network struc-
ture is captured indirectly through the individual sensor’s bat-
tery consumption and reflected in their estimated lifetimes. In a
dynamic environment where sensors are failing or being added
to the network continually, this frequent renegotiation also al-
lows the sensors to exploit changes in the availability of local
mediators. In this context, the optimal rate of renegotiation de-
pends on how dynamic the environment is and also on the addi-
tional factor of the overhead in time and power consumption that
the negotiation represents. Thus, it is a parameter which must be
tuned to the particular example scenario.

B. Payment Scheme

While using a mediator is clearly in the interest of each
sensor, acting as a mediator is a purely altruistic act. It saves the
battery life of another sensor to the detriment of its own battery.
In the traditional setting of mechanism design, the payment
scheme provides an incentive for selfish sensors to act in this
way.

In our setting, where typically there is a single stakeholder,
the actual transfer of this payment is not necessary. However,
the payment scheme ensures that the local decisions made by
the sensors are in the interest of the sensor network as a whole
and thus achieves good global performance. We have two simple
payment rules.

1) Each sensor is paid for transmitting data to the center.
The payment is proportional to square root of the default
power required to reliably transmit to the sink as follows:

Payment

2) Each sensor that acts as a mediator for another sensor, re-
ceives a discounted payment. The payment is proportional
to the square root of the default power of the source sensor
(not the mediating sensor) discounted by a fixed ratio of

Payment

Each sensor is now required to simply selfishly maximize its
own payments. The first payment rule ensures that sensors that
use mediators, extend their own battery life and thus increase
their total payments. The second payment rule incentivizes sen-
sors to willingly act as mediators, as doing so increases their
own payments. However, they are only willing to do so when

, otherwise, greater payment is received by reserving
their battery life for their own data. In the absence, of any real
transfer of payment, this scheme provides a simple decision rule
to decide when to act as a mediator for another sensor (i.e.,
whenever ).

The payment scheme has the effect of reducing the area where
mediators may relay data for other sensors, from that shown
in Fig. 4 to that in Fig. 6. Again, points (1) and (2) show the
position of potential mediators. In the case of the mediator at
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Fig. 6. Diagram showing the area in which sensor S finds willing mediators
under the communication protocol and the payment scheme.

point (1), as its radial distance from the center is greater than
, under our simple radio propagation model, the medi-

ator receives more payment by transmitting its own data to the
center than by relaying data for sensor . As both of these tasks
require the same amount of battery power, a mediator at this po-
sition would not be willing to relay data for sensor . However,
in the case of a mediator at point (2), the reverse is true. Its radial
distance from the center is less than and thus the medi-
ator receives more payment by relaying data for sensor than
by transmitting its own data.

The value of the discounted payment has been carefully
chosen. Specifically, we are seeking to maximize the useful
life of the sensor network and thus must determine a suitable
measure to maximize. We have complete freedom in choosing
this measure, but it is not arbitrary; it must maximize not just
the lifetime of the sensors but also the area over which these
active sensors are distributed. The simplest such measure is
given by

(4)

where is the radial distance of the sensor and is the lifetime
of the sensor. Intuitively, this weights the life of the sensor by
the area to which it contributes. If we consider the case of the
two sensors shown in Fig. 3, in the default case where sensors
transmit data directly to the center, the sum described by the
measure is

(5)

Now, if sensor acts as a mediator for will transmit
twice as much data in total and thus its lifetime will be halved.
Sensor will transmit to while it is active and then revert
back to transmitting directly to the center. In this case, the sum
described by the measure is

(6)

For the second case to be an improvement over the default case

and thus

(7)

Under our simple radio propagation model, this results in the
decision rule

(8)

Thus, the second payment rule ensures that selfish sensors
will only be willing to act as mediators in cases in which the
overall performance of the sensor network is improved. Re-
turning to the example shown in Fig. 6, a mediator at point (1)
will not improve the overall goals of the system and thus the
payment scheme makes this action economically unattractive to
the individual sensor. The opposite is true for a mediator at point
(2). Thus, the payment scheme acts to align the goals of the in-
dividual selfish agents with the overall goals of the system.

While we have illustrated the example with just two sensors,
the same condition applies when multiple sensors use the same
mediator. However, when the connections are more complex,
for example, sensor finds and uses a mediator, the decision
rule may not give optimum results. In this case, we do not make
any attempt to prevent this multihop routing but accept this loss
of optimality as the cost of employing local decision rules rather
than a true global solution.

V. COMPARISON OF RESULTS

In order to quantify the performance of our mechanism, we
compare it to two other cases (as discussed in Section I). The
first is the default case where sensors simply transmit directly
to the center using their predetermined minimum transmission
power (as discussed in Section II). The second is the optimal
solution calculated by recasting the problem as a centralized
global optimization problem and using simulated annealing to
find the optimal sequence of mediators for each sensor that max-
imizes the measure introduction in (4). In this case, the choice
of mediator is now no longer restricted by the payment scheme,
although sensors must still use the default transmission power
of the mediator as described in the communication protocol.
As such, it represents a true optimum solution against which
to compare the performance of our local selfish sensor mecha-
nism, but as it assumes knowledge as to the positions of each
sensor, it is not itself a viable solution to the problem.

Simulations were carried out over one hundred instances of
networks consisting of 100 sensors, randomly distributed within
a radius of 1 unit from the sink. We assume that one time unit
involves each sensor transmitting data to the center 100 times
and we assume a moderately dynamic case whereby the sen-
sors renegotiate when their current mediator becomes inactive
or with a fixed small probability of . In this example sce-
nario, we have not incorporated any external factors to remove,
add, or physically relocate sensors, thus, the exact value of this
probability has very little effect on the results.

The results of these simulations are shown in the two plots in
Fig. 7. The first plot shows the number of active sensors plotted
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Fig. 7. Comparison of simulation results for the default case (solid line), our
mechanism (triangles), and the optimal solution (circles). The shaded area
represents the improvement of our mechanism over the default case. The sensor
network consists of 100 sensors randomly distributed within a radius of 1 unit
from the sink. Simulation results are averaged over 100 such networks, and
error bars are the approximate size of the plotted symbols.

against time and the second shows the mean radius of active sen-
sors plotted against time. The default case is as described pre-
viously in Section II. Both the mechanism described here and
the optimal solution delay, slightly, the time at which sensors
become inactive. However it is their impact on the mean radius
which is most important. While sensors are still becoming in-
active, it is now no longer those furthest from the center that
become inactive first and thus the active area of the sensor net-
work is maintained (the time over which this occurs is shown
shaded in the plot).

In the case of both the optimal solution and our mechanism,
the useful life of the sensor network is extended approximately
three times. That is, the mean radius of the sensor network does
not start to significantly decrease until time unit three (an ex-
ample of the evolution over time of a single sensor network is
shown in Fig. 8, where the lines connecting the sensors rep-
resent the communication routing that has been established).
After this time, the mean radius of the sensor network decreases
more rapidly than the default case. This is unavoidable, as the
area under the curve represents the total battery power available
within the network and this must be equal in all three cases.
In the default case, the sensors which remain active longest are
those immediately surrounding the sink and thus these actually
represent a very small area, compared to the initial area of the

Fig. 8. (a) Example time sequence for the default case and (b) our mechanism.
The sensor network consists of 100 sensors randomly distributed within a radius
of 1 unit from the sink.

network. Our aim was to extend the useful life of the sensor net-
work (i.e., delay for as long as possible, the time at which the
active size of the sensor network begins to decrease) and this
has been achieved.

The performance of our mechanism is shown to be very close
to that of the optimal solution. The slight increase in the mean
radius of the sensor at the start of the mean radius plot is in-
dicative of the mechanism exploiting mediators slightly more
than is optimal. This slight departure from optimality, represents
the cost of implementing a distributed solution whereby sensors
make local decisions without calculating the full consequences
of their actions. The size of this improvement over the default
case, is driven by the range and battery life of individual sensors
and, thus, it changes only slowly when the number of sensors is
increased. Reducing the number of sensors however, eventually
limits the scope for relaying data and the improvement is small
in the case of networks composed of very few sensors. We show
a plot of this effect in Fig. 9. Here, we define the lifetime of the
sensor network to be the time for the mean radius of the net-
work to reduce to 80% of its original value (the choice of 80%
is arbirary and does not significantly change the nature of the
results). The figure shows this sensor network lifetime plotted
against the number of sensors within the network for the default
case, our mechanism and the optimum solution.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the sensor network lifetime (the time for the mean
radius to reduce to 80% of its original value) for the default case (solid line), our
mechanism (triangles) and the optimal solution (circles). The sensor network
consists of 100 sensors randomly distributed within a radius of 1 unit from the
sink. Simulation results are averaged over 100 such networks, and error bars are
the approximate size of the plotted symbols.

A. Sensor and Sink Distribution

The results and analysis presented so far have assumed that
the sensor network is randomly distributed over an area cen-
tered around the sink. While this makes the most efficient use
of limited battery power, it is sometimes impossible to control
the distribution of sensors or the location of the sink. How-
ever, our mechanism does not depend on any explicit assump-
tion regarding the distribution of the sensors and is robust to any
changes made in this distribution. In this section, we present re-
sults achieved through modeling sensor networks where both
the sensors and the sink are randomly distributed over a square
area.

We present the results in the same format as before. Thus,
Fig. 10 shows a comparison of the default case (transmitting
directly to the sink), our mechanism and the optimum solution.
In this case, we plot the mean sensor to sink separation, rather
than the mean radius of the network. Fig. 11 shows the evolution
of a single sensor network when it adopts the default case and
employs our mechanism. In both cases, the sensors and the sink
are randomly distributed over an area of four unit squares. The
sensor network consists of 125 sensors, thus ensuring that the
sensor density is unchanged from the previous example (i.e.,

).
In this case, the life of the sensor network is significantly

shorter. When the sink is not located at the center, the average
distance between the sensors and the sink, and also between me-
diating sensors, is much greater. This necessitates higher power
transmissions and thus results in shorter sensor lifetimes. How-
ever, our mechanism shows the same improvement over the de-
fault case as seen in the previous examples. It again performs
close to the optimum and extends the sensor network life by a
factor of approximately three. Indeed, due to the fact that the
additional sensors (when compared to the unit radius example)
are positioned at the extremes of the distribution, the mechanism
actually performs closer to the optimum in this case.

B. Probabilistic Radio Prorogation Model

As discussed previously, in order to perform the analysis, we
have assumed a simple radio propagation model, whereby the

Fig. 10. Comparison of simulation results for the default case (solid line),
our mechanism (triangles), and the optimal solution (circles). The shaded area
represents the improvement of the our mechanism over the default case. The
sensor network consists of 100 sensors where both the sensors and the sink
are randomly distributed within a square with two unit length sides. Simulation
results are averaged over 100 such networks, and error bars are the approximate
size of the plotted symbols.

range of a radio transmission is determined solely by its trans-
mission power. We have also assumed the radio propagation be
symmetric, i.e., if sensor can transmit to sensor at power
level , then sensor is also able to transmit to sensor
at power level . Such perfect transmission properties are not
achieved in reality. Thus, to ensure that our mechanism is robust
to changes in this underlying assumption, we also consider a
previously published probabilistic radio propagation model [8].
In our deterministic model, the transmission power is propor-
tional to the square of the range (i.e., ). In the prob-
abilistic model, there is an additional random factor, whereby

percent error . The error is uniformly chosen within
some percentage of the actual range; for example, for a 25%
error, , where is a random number be-
tween 1 and 1.

Using this probabilistic model, Fig. 12 shows how the prob-
ability of being able to successfully communicate at a fixed
transmission power varies with range. The plot shows the pre-
vious deterministic model (a step function) and the probabilistic
model for three different error values. At high error values, the
model generates the long “tails” that are observed observed in
experimental results [6]. By drawing randomly from this dis-
tribution for each sensor–sensor communication, we can also
captures the asymmetric, nonisotropic and time varying nature
of real transmissions [20].
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Fig. 11. (a) Example time sequence for the default case and (b) our
mechanism. The sensor network consists of 125 sensors, where both the
sensors and the sink are randomly distributed within a square with two unit
length sides.

Fig. 12. Probability of successfully communicating at a given transmission
power. Lines shown are simple deterministic model (solid line) and the
probabilistic model with errors of 10% (dashed line), 20% (dotted–dashed
line), and 50% (dotted line).

The mechanism is robust to many of the effects of the proba-
bilistic model. Sensors will make use of mediators when prop-
agation conditions allow and seek other mediators when they

Fig. 13. Comparison of simulation results for simple deterministic model
(solid line) and the probabilistic model with errors of 10% (dashed line), 20%
(dotted–dashed line), and 50% (dotted line). The sensor network consists of
100 sensors randomly distributed within a radius of 1 unit from the sink.
Simulation results are averaged over 100 such networks.

do not. However, as the propagation model no longer matches
the model used to derive the payment scheme or decision rule,
we would expect some degradation of performance (i.e., the de-
cision rule will sometimes indicate that sensors should act as
mediators, when, in fact, to do so may be detrimental to the
performance of the entire network). However, overall we ob-
serve an improvement in the performance of the mechanism (see
Figs. 13 and 14). This improvement is most pronounced in the
case of the probabilistic model with errors of 50% and is due to
the extremely long “tail” in the propagation distribution. In this
case, there is a significant probability that sensors may occasion-
ally be able to communicate at long ranges with low power. The
gain in battery life which occurs through these events outweighs
the smaller loss in performance from the decision rule and thus
the area beneath the curves in Fig. 13 is greatly increased. Our
mechanism is thus relatively insensitive to factors which affect
the probabilistic nature of the propagation model, but is sensitive
to anything that changes the mean range of communications.

C. Real-Time Sensor Addition

Finally, we consider the ability of our distributed mechanism
to adapt dynamically to changes in the topology or number of
sensors. In previous examples, we have started with a network
composed entirely of sensors with fresh batteries and then al-
lowed these batteries to become depleted over time. In this case,
we start the network as before, but randomly add additional
fresh sensors sometime later. Fig. 15 shows an example of this
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the sensor network lifetime (the time for the mean
radius to reduce to 80% of its original value) for the simple deterministic model
(solid line) and the probabilistic model with errors of 10% (dashed line), 20%
(dotted–dashed line), and 50% (dotted line). The sensor network consists of 100
sensors randomly distributed within a radius of 1 unit from the sink. Simulation
results are averaged over 100 such networks.

Fig. 15. Example time sequence in which an existing sensor network adapts
to exploit fresh sensors which are added at random.

where the original network consists of 100 sensors, and at time
, another 50 sensors are randomly scattered over the orig-

inal area (the fresh sensors are shaded in the diagram).
The network automatically self-organizes to include these

fresh sensors. The fresh sensors seek mediators immediately

upon attempting to transmit their data to the sink, while the rate
at which the fresh sensors become mediators for other sensors
is driven by two factors. The first is the frequency at which the
batteries of existing sensors become depleted, forcing sensors
to search for new mediators. The second is the parameter dis-
cussed in Section IV-A that determines the probability of at-
tempting to renegotiate for a new mediator, each time data is
transmitted. In order to correctly tune this parameter, the cost of
performing this negotiation must be known, and this will clearly
depend on the exact details of the scenario and sensors. How-
ever, assuming that the negotiation costs are small compared to
the costs of transmitting data, there is no reason why the sensors
cannot renegotiate and make use of the fresh sensors immedi-
ately. Indeed, the communication protocol could easily be ex-
tended to incorporate a message that alerts neighboring sensors
to the arrival of a new sensor.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The mechanism that we have presented allows sensors to act
(based on local self-interest) while self-organizing to form a
sensor network whose performance, in terms of maximizing
both the coverage and lifetime, is close to the optimal achiev-
able. It makes use of the limited localization ability of individual
sensors to determine the local network topology and is robust to
external changes in both the number and location of individual
sensors. We have shown that the mechanism is relatively insen-
sitive to changing both the distribution of sensors around the
sink and to the underlying radio propagation model.

In order to fully quantify the effectiveness of the mechanism
in a real scenario, a much more detailed model and analysis is
required. In addition to the factors explored in this paper, the
model should capture the radio propagation properties of the ac-
tual radio transceivers used. In addition, a more detailed model
of battery usage would be required. It should capture the energy
costs of actually performing the sensing operations of the sen-
sors and incorporate the overheads in performing the negotia-
tions that the mechanism proscribes. However, given the results
obtained here, we can have confidence that the mechanism will
be relatively insensitive to these additional factors.

While we have specifically considered sensor networks in
this paper, the challenges involved are very similar to those that
occur in the design of the next generation of peer-to-peer and
large scale computing systems. In such large distributed systems,
centralized control solutions rapidly become intractable. We
are thus forced to adopt some form of distributed control
mechanism in which the global performance of the system is
a function of the self-organized behavior of the component
parts. While this clearly results in some loss of optimality and
predictability, it has many advantages in terms of adaptability,
robustness, and scalability. Here, we have shown that it is
possible to develop a distributed mechanism in which the
goals of the individual selfish components are aligned with
the goals of the overall system. Thus, we can achieve just such
a distributed adaptive solution and show through simulation
that this is achieved with only a small loss of optimality.
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